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WORLD ∙ B1

FUN ∙ B2

NO DONKEY

DON’T FORGET

IN BATHTUB

YOUR WIFE’S

AFTER 7 a.m.!

BIRTHDAY!

In Oklahoma, U.S., you’re not

On Samoa, a little island in

allowed to have a donkey in
your bathtub after 7 p.m., so

the middle of Pacific Ocean,
it’s against the law to forget

it can fall asleep. But before,

your wife’s birthday. So if

it’s totally ok. So don’t forget
to pick up your donkey at 7

you are Samoan, you’d
better1 marry a woman

p.m. after a shower!

born on February 29th.

NO SKYDIVING

HAS YOUR MAN

UNMARRIED
WOMEN ON

ALLOWED YOU
TO WEAR FALSE

SUNDAYS!

TEETH?

In Florida, no single,

Another crazy law from the

divorced2 or widowed3

United States, this time from

woman can legally skydive
on Sunday. Advantages of

Vermont; a wife needs her
husband’s permission4 to
wear false teeth there.

being married…

NO CHEWING GUM IN SINGAPORE!
Have you ever thought of chewing a gum
to be forbidden? Maybe at school, but in the
whole country? Yes, the country is Singapore. For the
first time offenders’5 fine is $1000 and for repeating
the crime you can get a $2000 fine and are forced to
clean thew streets as a Corrective Work Order. But it’s
nothing in comparison with "gum smuggling6" which
carries the penalty of $5,500 and one year in jail!

References: upper left picture - http://www.playbuzz.com/genedjinn11/can-you-match-the-state-to-the-stupid-law; upper right picture - https://fischer
matthias91.wordpress.com/2015 /10/18/raglan-und-auckland/; midle left picture - http://www.dailymercury.com.au/news/woman-joins-bid-for-skydiv
ing-record/2645847/; middle right picture - http://www.bangkok health.com/bhr/th/content.php?c_page =4&catid=4&catsubid=109&types=1&sort=,
bottom left picture - http://libursutra.com/2016/10/12-pelanggaran-yang-bisa-membuatmu-dihukum-saat-di-singapura/
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1 Adult flamingos are approximately 140 cm tall, but only weigh around 2.5 kg
1

2

(depending on sex and species). It’s the low body density , which is absolutely
3

essential for flight.

has a pH 10.5, so it can burn the skin and
eyes of animals, which get too close, like

plankton that flamingos eat. In zoos, these birds are fed with a special diet that

the flamingo seen in the picture below.

5

helps to preserve their unique color.

in Cyprus (http://www.audub

8

2 The typical pink color comes from beta-carotene in the shrimp and

4

Picture above: Black flamingo

5 Lake Natron in Tanzania is one of the
most alkaline lakes worldwide. The water

3 Flamingos are born white or gray, it takes up to three years to reach their pink
color. In the wild, they live for about 30 years, whereas in captivity up to 50.

on.org/news/a-black-flaming

4 Flamingo can even be black, as we’ve seen in Israel in 2014 and in Cyprus in

o-stands-cyprus), picture to

2015. Experts say, that these two flamingos could be the same one, only

the right: Petrified flamingo

spotted on two different places. So there is possibly only one black flamingo

in Lake Natron (http://www.

in the world. Its color is a result of melanism, which is actually the opposite of

nickbrandt.com/portfolio.cfm
?nK=14260&nS=6#image-7)

albinism, that means that the individual produces too much of the pigment

7

melanin, which produces the black and brown color. Picture to the left.

